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Get an exclusive look at the art behind one of Marvel's most visually compelling super heroes in
this latest installment of the popular ART OF series of movie tie-in books! When a terrible
accident befalls extraordinary surgeon Dr. Stephen Strange, he'll do anything to regain mobility
in his crippled hands. His journey will take him to unbelievable realms - and bring him face-to-
face with petrifying dangers. Explore the fantastic worlds of Doctor Strange with exclusive
concept artwork and in-depth analysis from the filmmakers. Go behind the scenes in this deluxe
keepsake volume as Marvel once again brings its strange history to the silver screen!

"Federal Indian law is largely the incidents of American history described in legal language.
Norgren has given blood, flesh, and immediacy to the famous John Marshall Cherokee cases,
taking them out of the casebooks and law reviews and making them real life situations for
us."About the AuthorJill Norgren is Professor Emerita of government and legal studies at the
John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate Center, The City University of New York.
She is coauthor of Partial Justice: Federal Indian Law in a Liberal-Constitutional System and
American Cultural Pluralism and Law and author of a forthcoming biography of Belva
Lockwood.Melvin I. Urofsky, professor of History and Constitutional Law at Virginia
Commonwealth University, is the author or editor of several books, including A March of Liberty:
A Constitution History of the United States, The Continuity of Change: The Supreme Court and
Individual Liberties, and “Half Brother, Half Son”: The Letters of Louis D. Brandeis to Felix
Frankfurter.
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Jmaynard, “A truly deserving "art" book. I’ve purchased all the Marvel Art Of books, but I had
especially high hopes for Doctor Strange. The film was heavily marketed as a psychedelic visual
feast in keeping with the character. So I expected amazing artwork – and was not
disappointed.This is the best art book Marvel has done in some time. Some of the books, like
Iron Man and Cap, have become repetitive. I love seeing the new armor appear in the movies,
but you can only look at so many iterations in a book before they all run together. Strange is a
shot in the arm because so much of the art is pure imagination. There is the usual coverage of
costumes, and how well they adapted Strange’s, but this art book doesn’t rely as heavily on
comparisons to the comics. There’s a lot of talk about capturing the “trippiness” of Ditko’s
original work, but only a few direct comparisons. The section on the Dark Dimension, and how
the director was inspired by a blacklight Doctor Strange poster from the 70’s was cool.The best
parts of the book for me was how they not only showed alternative production designs, but went
into detail on why they weren’t chosen. All of the books show a lot of design choices, but
readers rarely get why the final design won out. For instance, there are some truly wild ideas
included here for what the astral projection would look like. However, they decided to go with
something simple because they didn’t want the audience to be distracted when characters are
having conversations in astral form. There’s a similar section regarding Dormammu’s influence
on the zealots (e.g. the eyes). This book really shows fans how the artwork underlies the
production, but also the reverse - how the art is influenced by storytelling requirements and the
medium of film.Overall, this is a fantastic installment to the Art Of line. It has the usual high
production values (glossy pages, slipcase). The artwork is gorgeous, and the book adds
another layer of enjoyment for the film. Highly recommended.”

Kyada, “Strange (but Wonderful) Art Book. This book is overall striking. I’ve only read a few other
Marvel Art Of books and this one is very unique in what they need to develop for the film to
portray Strange and his magic Definitely worth a look at considering how they explored more
abstract concepts in the art. Also the set design and images of Kathmandu as well as the Kamar-
taj and the Sancto Sanctorum were phenomenal.”

Valeria Guarnieri, “A magnificent art book!. Every Marvel movie has its own art book and so there
is one for Doctor Strange too. This stunning art book is a little bit different from the others, it
features the same psychedelic atmosphere as the movie, with a lot of majestic pictures and
artworks.The book tells everything about the movie, i.e. cast, plot, locations, costumes,
conceptual artwork, paintings, weapons, props, backstage information and so on.The edition
quality is very good, with a colorful box. A product that will really make Marvel fans happy, a
must have.”

Rachel V, “Great for fans. Bought the E-book because I don't have $300 to spare. There's some



complaints that it's poorly formatted as an art book, but I didn't have much issue with it. I love
that you can actually zoom in unlike some other e-art books I've purchased. Great behinds the
scenes trivia and art.”

N.J., “Marvel's outdone themselves.. After being beyond impressed after seeing the "Doctor
Strange" movie, I couldn't resist pre-ordering this. Encased within a slipcover, the hardcover
book details many of the movie's aspects such as character designs, backgrounds, and also has
storyboards for one of the topsy-turvy fight scenes. Even the sling rings, which I thought were all
the same, turned out to have different designs! It's readily apparent a lot of thought and effort
went into crafting Strange's universe. If you enjoyed all the eye candy in the movie, I heartily
recommend this book. You can't go wrong.”

Lifesoul, “Muy buena coleccion. Yo queria libro en papel, pero ahora está saliendo en subasta.
Ya que se ha agotado y espero que salga a la venta libro en papel con precio  legal.”

Sparky She-Demon, “Loved it, but only one small issue..... I really like this book. Love the artwork
(you can tell whether it was pre or post casting of the actor). It was a bit different than what I was
expecting, but still good.I wish I could give it 4.5/5 stars. I only had one real issue with the book.
It has this weird chemical smell that needs to be aired out. It didn't bother me but it bothered my
mom who made me go and read it in another room.”

Graham Mallalieu, “5 Stars.. Great Art Book.”

Eduardo Martin, “Five Stars. Perfect!”

william stockton, “Five Stars. Really great and fast service in time for birthday”

Natascha Schmidt, “Amazing. 5 Stars from me.The book is stunning. It's showing different
designs for the Costumes in the movie, the eye of Agamotto, and so on. You can see different
Scenes that have been used and it's all explained why the creators have Chosen the designs
they've shown in the movie.It contains great artwork from different artists.Also there are
comments from Visual Effects Supervisors, costume Designers, the Director, also from Benedict
Cumberbatch and others who've worked on the movie.I can just recommend this book to
everyone who enjoyed the movie.And last, it arrived the same day it was supposed to arrive. I
am really happy with this one, wouldn't ever give it away.”

Dude, “Bought the Kindle version, loved it so much I bought the hardcover too!. Great book with
very nice detailing of how a wild world & vivid visions grew to life and became the Doctor
Strange movie. Nice things like character, wardrobe & prop evolution, with a lot of extra details
for any lore-loving fan on some of those pieces too. As per the title, I really loved this book &



while the Kindle version has no problems, the physical version gives you that special 'something'
when you can physically paw across some of the more world-bending imagery. Really great
book.”

The book by Rob Tobin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 96 people have provided feedback.
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